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Using the quasiparticle random phase approximation, we calculate the nuclear matrix elements

governing two-neutrino and neutrinoless double-beta decay. We show that a consistent treatment,
including both particle-hole and particle-particle interactions, helps to resolve the longstanding

discrepancy between experimental and calculated two-neutrino decay rates. The particle-particle
force, which allows us to bring calculated EC/P decay rates in semimagic nuclei into closer
agreement with experiment, is in large part responsible for suppressing calculated two-neutrino de-

cay rates that are otherwise too fast. We test the validity of our procedure by comparing quasi-

particle random phase approximation results with exact solutions for a solvable model, in which
the suppression of two-neutrino decay by the particle-particle interaction is confirmed. We then
extend our approach to the neutrinoless decay associated with a finite Majorana neutrino mass

and, conceivably, with majoron emission, and demonstrate that the nuclear matrix elements

governing these processes are also suppressed. We present predicted half-lives for both two-

neutrino and neutrinoless double-beta decay in several candidate nuclei, and discuss the difficulties

associated with the calculation of such highly suppressed quantities.

I. INTRODUCTION

Double-beta decay is the process by which a nucleus
with neutron and proton number (N, Z) undergoes a
transition to the nucleus (N —2,Z+2), when the transi-
tion to the intermediate nucleus (N —1,Z+1) is ener-
getically forbidden or highly retarded. There are two
modes of double-beta decay, one involving the emission
of two antineutrinos and two electrons (2v mode), and
another in which only electrons are emitted (Ov mode).
The 2v mode of double-beta decay occurs in second or-
der in the standard theory of weak interactions and its
rate is independent of a possible small neutrino mass.
On the other hand, the Ov mode violates the law of lep-
ton number conservation and requires the existence of
massive Majorana neutrinos. Observat&on of Ov double-
beta decay would therefore signal physics beyond the
standard minimal electroweak model. For this reason,
considerable experimental effort is being devoted to the
study of this mode of nuclear decay. In order to plan
and correctly interpret the results of experiments on
double-beta decay, one has to know the various nuclear
matrix elements associated with the decay process. The
calculation of these matrix elements is the subject of our
paper.

The theory and the experimental status of the two
modes of double-beta decay have been reviewed by Doi
et al. ' and by Haxton and Stephenson, and we refer to
these papers for details. Even though a careful analysis
in the framework of general gauge theories shows that
the Ov mode indeed always requires the existence of a
massive Majorana neutrino, one should distinguish be-

tween two mechanisms for Ov decay: one in which the
decay rate involves the effectiv neutrino Majorana mass
(trt„) (mass mechanism), and a second one in which the
rate contains the strength of a weak interaction involv-
ing right-handed leptonic currents (RHC mechanism).
In the present work, we consider the nuclear structure
aspects of the 2v mode and of the mass mechanism for
the Ov mode. We hope to treat the RHC mechanism for
the Ov mode elsewhere.

A third, somewhat exotic mechanism for Ov double-
beta decay involves the emission of a hypothetical scalar
particle, the majoron, along with the two electrons. This
decay is believed to be governed by the same nuclear
matrix elements that describe the mass mechanism for
the Ov mode. ' Hence our calculations are applicable to
majoron emission as well. On the other hand, we do not
consider the decay mediated by very heavy neutrinos. '

Half-lives for the 2v double-beta decay have recently
been calculated by Vogel and Zirnbauer (this paper will
hereafter be referred to as I), who used the quasiparticle
random phase approximation (QRPA) to deal with the
nuclear structure aspects of the process. It was shown
in I that the inclusion of the particle-particle component
of the residual nucleon-nucleon interaction results in a
considerable suppression of the decay rate. This
suppression, in turn, provides a possible resolution of the
longstanding discrepancy between calculated and mea-
sured 2v double-beta decay rates. ' In the present
work, we elaborate on this result and extend the treat-
ment to the nuclear matrix elements of the Ov mode,
showing that they are also strongly affected by the resid-
ual nucleon-nucleon force.
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II. RATE FORMULAS AND SUM RULES

To obtain the formula for the 2v decay rate, we use
the standard allowed approximation and assume that
Gamow-Teller transitions dominate over Fermi transi-
tions in medium-mass and heavy nuclei. The inverse

half-life of the 2v decay connecting the 0+ ground states
of two even-even nuclei is then given by the formula

[T (0' Of )] —G (E Z)
~ Mor ~, (2.1)

where

2vMar = (o( x(r(()r ()) ) )+ xe(k)r+(k) o~+)
I k

E —(M, +Mf )/2 (2.2)

Here,
~

0~+ ) (
~

Of+ ) ) is the 0+ ground state of the initial
(final) nucleus with mass M; (Mf); (1~+) are the 1+
states in the intermediate odd-odd nucleus with energiesE; a(l) are the usual Pauli spin operators for the 1th
nucleon; and r+(l) is the isospin raising operator chang-
ing a neutron into a proton (we follow Refs. 1 and 2 and
use the normalization & p ~

r+
~

n ) = 1; more standard no-
tation would use t+ instead of r+). The function
G "(E,„,Z) results from integration over the lepton
phase space. This function has been calculated by Doi
et al. ,

' and we give the values needed for the cases
treated here in Table I (see Sec. VI). We note that in
our calculation the sum over the intermediate states in
Eq. (2.2) is performed explicitly. While our procedure
allows us to use the customary closure approximation,
the explicit summation is more accurate and therefore
preferable.

In the Ov case, one is justified in neglecting the varia-
tion of the energy denominator with nuclear excitation
and in performing the summation over the intermediate
nuclear states by closure. The neutrino propagation is
then characterized by the function H(E, r) ("neutrino
potential" ),

i k.r
H(E, »)=

2 J d k =4(E»)/r,4' k(k+E)
(2.3)

where E= & E ) (M; +Mf )—/2 and & E ) is the "typical"
excitation energy of the intermediate nucleus. The func-
tion C&(x) is given by

4(x)=—[sin(x)ci(x) —cos(x)si(x)] =e ' ", (2.4)

the last expression being valid with an accuracy better
than 15% for x 50.5, which is the range of the variable
x =Er of interest here.

With these approximations, we can write the inverse
half-life for Ov double-beta decay in the form

M~~ ——Of R E k)lo k z l~+ kz+ l 0,+.

k, 1

(2.6a)

MF"——Of R E k, l ~+ k w+ l 0,+.

k, 1

E( kl) = H(E,
)
r(k) —r(l)

( ) .

(2.6b)

(2.6c)

(2.7)

where & UH ) is the vacuum expectation value of the addi-
tional Higgs scalar, and &g) is the majoron-neutrino
coupling constant. A table for the function 6 " can be
found in Ref. 1.

The neutrino propagator, Eq. (2.3), favors small inter-
nucleon separations. It is therefore important to include
explicitly the effect of short-range nucleon-nucleon
correlations created by the "hard-core, " which prevents
two nucleons from approaching one another too closely.
This can be achieved by substituting for E in (2.6) the
modified function pKp, with

The summations in Eqs. (2.6a) and (2.6b) are over all
pairs of nucleons k, l, with relative vector r(k) —r(l).
The function 6 again results from integration over lep-
ton phase space and is given for the decays of interest in
Table IV of Sec. VIII. [The nuclear radius R in Eqs.
(2.6a) and (2.6b) was included to make Mor and MF' di-

mensionless; a corresponding compensating factor is
contained in G '. ] As was inentioned earlier, the Ov

double-beta decay associated with majoron emission is
governed by the same nuclear matrix elements as is the
Ov mode, but has a different electron spectrum and
therefore also a different phase space factor. The ratio
of half-lives for these two Ov modes is

Tov
1

Gl)lRJ(E Z)
& )

)' G '(E,„,Z) &UH)

[T,q~(0~+ ~Of+)]
2—y&r 2p=l —e (1—y,» ), (2.8)

2 2

=G'(E..„,Z) M',", , M, & m„—)', (2.5)

where the Ov Gamow-Teller and Fermi matrix elements
are given by

thereby suppressing contributions to the radial integral
from small nucleon-nucleon separations r. The parame-
ter values we use are y, =1.1 fm and y2 ——0.68 fm
We find that the inclusion of short-range correlations
affects the final results appreciably, contrary to the result
obtained by Tomoda et al. and Grotz and Klapdor.
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K (k, 1)=p(rk i ) p(rk, i ) (2.9a)

However, the finite size of the nucleon does not
significantly affect the matrix elements (2.6).

Our task, in short then, is the evaluation of the matrix
elements MGT, MGT, and MF, Eqs. (2.2) and (2.6), with
E given by

—1.5Erk I1

a number of nuclei, including several double-beta decay
candidates. From the analysis of such data, it follows
that the giant Gamow-Teller resonance and the lower-
lying 1+ states actually do not exhaust the sum rule
(2.11) entirely, but yield only -60%%uo of it. To account
for this in a crude way, we choose g„=1.0 (instead of
g„=1.26} throughout. (See, however, Ref. 11 for a
treatment of b, -nucleon-hole admixtures. )

rk I = I
r{k}—r(l ) (2.9b)

Sji(m)=4m.
I (m

I
(Yicr)'J'r+

I
0+)

I

2

SJ+i(n)=4~
I (n

I
(Yicr)' 'r

I

0+)
I

(2.10a)

(2.10b)

These are generalized Gamow-Teller strengths corre-
sponding to charge-raising and charge-lowering transi-
tions, respectively. They are connected by the sum rule

g Sji (m) —g S~z(n) =(2J + l)(N —Z), (2.11)

which is exact and model independent as long as the set
of states

I
rn ) in the nucleus (N —1,Z + 1) and

I
n ) in

the nucleus (N+1,Z —1) is complete, and as long as
only nucleon degrees of freedom participate. [Coupling
to the 6 isobar modifies (2.11).] A similar sum rule
holds for the generalized Fermi operators Y&~

+—
, which

excite only states with natural parity and angular
momentum A, =J. The right-hand side (rhs) of Eq. (2.11)
is simply given by (N —Z) for these operators.

The usual Gamow- Teller strength corresponds toJ= 1, X=O. In nuclei with a sizable neutron excess, the
total strength Si+v, which we denote by p+ to indicate
that it determines the rate of nuclear positron decay, is
suppressed due to Pauli blocking of the accessible neu-
tron orbits. The total strength S,o (denoted by p } is
therefore expected to be given essentially by the sum
rule (2.11). It is important that calculations of the type
performed here reproduce this feature. Moreover, from
the (p,n) reaction at forward angles and appropriate en-
ergies, ' information on the p strength is available for

9, 10 .

The first matrix element involves just one-body operators
but an explicit summation over the l+ states of the in-
termediate nucleus. The latter two matrix elements in-
volve two-body operators and the initial and final nuclei
in their respective ground states. In Sec. III, we present
formulae for these matrix elements obtained within the
quasiparticle random phase approximation (QRPA).

To conclude this section, we mention a certain class of
sum rules that are of relevance for double-beta decay.
We consider the quantities

III. QUASIPARTICLE RANDOM PHASE
APPROXIMATION

As the theoretical tool for our calculations, we use the
random phase approximation based on the quasiparticle
formalism (QRPA). (The generalization of the usual
QRPA to charge-changing modes is due to Halbleib and
Sorensen. ' Particle-particle interactions were first in-
cluded in the QRPA by Cha. '

) The use of quasiparti-
cles enables us to include pairing correlations in the nu-
clear ground state in a simple fashion. Particle and
quasiparticle creation and annihilation operators for
spherical shell-model states labeled by (jm) are related
to each other by the Bogoliubov transformation

—B —A

where the matrices A and B are defined as

=(0
I
(c~c„)'

'8(chic„)'

'
I
0)

=(E'~+V„)5 „

V

and

+ V~„~ „(u~u„u~ u„.+v~v„v v„},vJ (3.3)

(3.1a}

(3.1b)

where a~ =( —)1 aj and u +v =1. The vacuum
of the quasiparticle operators c and c (the BCS ground
state) will be denoted by

I
0 ).

Our goal is to calculate transition amplitudes associat-
ed with charge changing but otherwise as yet unspecified
one-body transition operators T, connecting the 0+
ground state of an even-even nucleus with any of the J
excited states of the neighboring odd-odd nuclei. We
also require the excitation energy of the states in the
odd-odd nuclei. Assuming the nuclear motion to be har-
monic, we describe such states by the solutions of the
QRPA eigenvalue equations

A B X X—co Y (3.2)

8 =&0 IQ(ctct}' '( —)M(ctct )' ~'I0)

=( —) [V~„~,„(v~u„u~ v„+u~v„v u„) V„„(u u„v v—„+v~v„u u„)] . (3.4)
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Here e are the quasiparticle energies obtained by solving
the BCS equations for the nuclear Hamiltonian, H;

(
t t)(JM)

Cp Cn

p' n

&j m j„m„ I
JM&c cJ

creates a proton and a neutron quasiparticle coupled to
total angular momentum J and projection M [note that
M is not summed over in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4)];
X =X „(m) and Y = Y „(m) are the forward and back-
ward QRPA amplitudes, respectively; and co=co (m) are
the QRPA frequencies. [The label m is used to distin-
guish between different solutions of Eqs. (3.2).]

The quantities V and V are two-bod matrix ele-
ments of the nucleon-nucleon interaction; the former
corresponds to the particle-hole part of the neutron-
proton interaction, and the latter to the particle-particle
part. One can visualize this assignment by considering
the case of a doubly magic nucleus (N, Z) with no pair-
ing. The system of Eqs. (3.2) then decomposes into four
mutually decoupled matrices. Two of these matrices
contain V and describe states in the particle-hole nuclei
(N —1,Z+1) and (N+1, Z —1), while the other two
contain V and describe the states in the particle-particle
and hole-hole nuclei (N+1,Z+1) and (N —1,Z —1).
In the general case of open-shell nuclei, all four subma-
trices interact and form the large system (3.2). We wish
to emphasize that this feature is not an artifact of
particle-number nonconservation due to the use of the
Bogoliubov transformation (3.1). ln a number-
conserving theory, both V and V appear too, admixing
higher-seniority components into paired states.

The next issue we address is the choice of these in-
teraction matrix elements. In a first-principles calcula-
tion they would be related to each other by angular
momentum recoupling. However, because of our use of
a QRPA treatment within an effective shell-model space,
we are forced to take these two parts of the interaction
as independent. The approach we have chosen is to
parametrize V and V by the respective matrix ele-
ments of a 5-function interaction. (While there is some
evidence that a 5 function is not appropriate for f7/2
shell calculations in lighter nuclei, it does not really bear
on this work. We will discuss lighter nuclei in a subse-
quent publication. } The detailed expressions for these
are listed in the Appendix for completeness. Because a
6-function interaction acts only in orbitally symmetric
states, the total antisymmetry of the wave function leads
to a nonvanishing two-body interaction matrix element
only if either S =0, T =1 or S =1, T =0. We thus have
four basic interaction constants at our disposal: two
in the particle-hole channel, ao =g h= ' = ' and n,0 ph

ph
=, and two in the particle-particle channel,

o.0 ——g
= ' =' and e& ——g =' = . In the following sec-

tion we explain in detail how we determine these con-
stants.

We now turn to the evaluation of transition matrix
elements for open-shell nuclei, using the general QRPA
equations (3.2). Let T be a one-body operator that
transforms a neutron into a proton, thereby raising the
total charge by one unit. The matrix element of this
operator between the (correlated) ground state

I
0& of

(3.5}

where

t+ =( —) &0
I

f' (c c„)' 'IO&

(3.6a)

&2J+1 (3.6b)

&pIITJIIn & is the reduced matrix element of de Shalit
and Talmi. '

Next, we consider the Hermitian conjugate of the
JMoperator T,T, which induces transitions from

(N, Z) to (N+1,Z —1). The corresponding transition
matrix element is also approximated by (3.5) but with X
and Y (or t and t +

) interchanged:

( —)M&n;J —M
I

TJM
Io&gRPA

= g [t „'JYJ„(n)+t+'JXJ„(n)) . (3.7)
pn

We denote the total transition strengths by

sJ = 2 I
™JM

I
T

I
0 &QRPA I

m, M

sJ+= 2 I ( —)"&n J —M
I

TJM
10&qRPA I

n, M

(3.8)

The difference between these strengths is conserved since
from (3.5) and (3.7)

(SJ —SJ+ )/(2J + 1)

'T YYT=[" ""']xx'—Yx'

[(t ,J)2 (t +,J)2]—

XYT—YXT

—XXT+ YYT t+
(U2 U2)

pn pn

(3.9)

where the second equality follows from the orthogonality
relations obeyed by the solutions of Eqs. (3.2). For the
operators T =(Yzo )™r+,further evaluation of (3.9)
yields the exact sum rules (2.11). The preservation of
these sum rules is an attractive feature of the QRPA
scheme.

Although the difference between total strengths is con-
served, one might be concerned that the individual
strengths are spuriously enhanced (or suppressed) by the
nonconservation of particle number in the QRPA, as
reflected, for example, by the admixture of
(N+1,Z+1), (N —1,Z —1) components to the wave

the even-even nucleus (N, Z) and an excited state
I
m; JM & ("one-phonon state") of the neighboring odd-

odd nucleus (N —1,Z+1), as described within the
QRPA, is given by

&nl 'JM
I
T

I 0&oRpA= g [t&
'

X& (nl)+t&+' Y& (nl)]
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function. This, however, is not a serious problem. For
the case of a closed-shell nucleus, the only nonvanishing
matrix elements t of T are those with particle states p
and hole states n, so that the sum in (3.5) is in fact re-
stricted to the amplitudes connecting the nucleus (N, Z)
with states in the nucleus (N —1,Z+1), as required. In
the more general case of open-shell nuclei, we find by
numerical calculation that the Gamow-Teller P+
strength, which is a particularly sensitive quantity,
changes by no more than -20%%uo when the BCS state

0 & is projected onto good particle number.
To calculate the various nuclear matrix elements asso-

ciated with double-beta decay, we make one further ap-
proximation beyond the use of the QRPA. We either re-
place the amplitudes of the charge-lowering transition
operator for the final nucleus by those for the initial nu-
cleus, or we replace the amplitudes of the charge-raising
transition operator for the initial nucleus by those for
the final nucleus. In either case, we obtain a generic ma-

trix element of the form

pn, p'n'; Jm
Z~„„(m)[u v„Y„(m)

+v~u„( —) X~„(m)]

)&[u,v„X.„(m)+v~ u„.( —) Y~ „(m)],

(3.10)

z 1 g &p llo r+ lln & &p'llo r+
lln

'
&

co(m) —(M, +Mf )/2

for the 2v Gamow-Teller mode (MoT ), and by

(3.11)

where u, U, X, and Y are the BCS occupation amplitudes
and QRPA solutions for the initial nucleus, or for the
final nucleus. The different decay modes are described
by different forms of the coefficient Z, which is given by

)& ((j (1)j (2))I 'llRE(1, 2)o(1) o (2)&+(I)& (2)ll{jn(1)j„(2))' (3.12)

for the 0v Gamow-Teller mode (MoT). The Fermi ana-
log of the latter mode is obtained by omitting the term
o(1) cr(2) from the reduced matrix element in (3.12).
We observe that, owing to the presence of the operator
E for the Ov matrix elements, the corresponding summa-
tion over states in the intermediate nucleus involves all
spins and parities. (The sum over parities has not been
written explicitly to avoid a further complication of the
notation. The Fermi matrix element involves only natu-
ral parity states. ) This means that we have to solve the
QRPA equations for all spins and parities, not just for
1+ as in I. To evaluate the reduced two-body matrix
element in (3.12), we make the usual assumption that the
radial single-particle wave functions are well described
by harmonic-oscillator eigenstates and use Moshinsky
brackets to transform the wave functions to relative and
center-of-mass coordinates.

The additional approximation made in deriving Eq.
(3.10) is expected to be reasonable for nuclei away from
closed shells. An improved treatment would consist in
evaluating (m; JM

l
T

l
0~+ & from a QRPA cal-

culation for the initial nucleus, and
( —) (m;J —M

l

T
l

0f+ & from a QRPA calculation
for the final nucleus. However, such an approach re-
quires some way of identifying the intermediate one-
phonon states, which emerge as diferent from the two
calculations, due to the approximate nature of the
QRPA. Prescriptions for getting around this problem
have been offered by Grotz and Klapdor, and by Civi-
tarese et al. ' We do not follow these references here
(see, however, Sec. VII) but stick to our previous
scheme, which is to perform two separate calculations
for the initial and final nucleus and average the resulting

matrix elements. This procedure works at least as well

as the prescriptions of Refs. 8 and 15 for the exactly
solvable model presented in I, as we shall see later on.

To conclude this section, we examine the role of
ground-state correlations in a simple one-mode approxi-
mation for which analytical results can be obtained.
These results are of a rather qualitative nature, but they
exhibit the essential features of the more realistic situa-
tion. Although the following considerations can be ap-
plied to any charge-lowering operator, what we particu-
larly have in mind is the Gamow-Teller operator ere

We imagine a toy nucleus with a single charge-
changing mode pn In such. a situation, the QRPA ma-
trices A and 8 become single numbers, a and b, which
we parametrize as

—:COO+ a ',
~0=~0+g~~, a'=(gg —g~~)(u~v„+v v„), (3.13)

b = —2(gph —gp~p)v~upv„u„.

In order for this to correspond to a real nucleus, we take
coo=@ +e„ to be roughly the spin-orbit splitting plus
twice the pairing gap, and the effective interaction con-
stant g'h (g' ) to be an average particle-hole (particle-
particle) interaction matrix element multiplied by the
effective number of two-quasiparticle configurations par-
ticipating in the collective vibrational motion.

With the restriction to a single mode, Eqs. (3.2) be-
come a system of two linear equations that is easily
solved,
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to=(a b—)'/, y = —x
a ~(a2 b2)1/2

(3.14)
IV. SINGLE-PARTICLE LEVELS

AND DETERMINATION OF PARAMETERS

x and y being the forward and backward amplitudes of
the single collective mode with frequency m. According
to (3.7), the amplitude for the transition connecting the
ground state of the neighboring even-even nucleus with
this mode is given by

t =t+x+t y

=t+x 1—t b

t+ a +(a2 b2)1/2

t+x
a +(a 2 b2)1/2 [(a —a')+ [(a b)'/—

(at2 b2)1/2)
I

(3.15)

where, to obtain the second line, we have used the iden-
tity

t upvn a'+(a' —b )'

t +
UpQq b

(3.16)

The formula (3.15} is still exact within the single-mode
approximation. To express the rhs of Eq. (3.15} in terms
of known physical quantities, we observe that
t+x =t+—:tacs is roughly the P+ amPlitude calculated
within the independent quasiparticle model, and we ap-
proximate the denominator a+(a2 —b )'/ by
-2(a b)'/ =2'—. We then obtain

COp

BCS +
CO

'2 1/2 '

Np
Ia cup

1 —2 +
N

(
Pt2 b 2)1/2

t x+t+y =t x 1+, =t x
+( 2 b2)1/2

is largely independent of the interaction.

(3.18)

I
COp

—t BCS

In the last step, we have replaced a by co also under the
square root, which is rather a good approximation in
practice. (We find that the Tamm-Dancoff and RPA en-
ergies do not differ very much from each other. )

Formula (3.17) is quite instructive. It shows that,
since

~
cop/to

~
& 1, ground-state correlations of the type

considered here act to decrease the p+ amplitude. In the
absence of the particle-particle interaction, the reduction
factor is always positive. For the case of the giant
Gamow-Teller resonance we estimate cop-7 —10 MeV
and co = 15—16 MeV, so that the strength is reduced by a
factor on the order of 2 from its independent quasiparti-
cle value, in good agreement with what we find in realis-
tic calculations. On the other hand, formula (3.17}
shows that much more substantial reductions may occur
when the attractive particle-particle interaction is turned
on; the p+ amplitude actually passes through zero as the
(unobservable) energy cop=tvp+g'~=0 changes sign. At
the same time, the P amplitude

As is always the case in calculations of the present
type, the results depend to a certain extent on the
single-particle level scheme adopted. Here we use the
same number of proton and neutron levels, and choose a
sufficiently large number of states so as to satisfy the
Gamow-Teller sum rule (2.11). In practice, this means
that we include all subshells within 10 MeV of the Fermi
energy and their spin-orbit partners. We find that the
numerical results depend in a rather important way on
details of the single-particle energies, in particular on the
spin-orbit splitting. To illustrate this unfortunate depen-
dence, we have performed the calculation with two
different level schemes. Scheme (A) uses the single-
particle energies of the Coulomb-corrected Woods-Saxon
potential advanced by Bertsch, ' while scheme (B) uses
the same parameters for the central part of the potential,
but employs the spin-orbit force of Ref. 17 with the pro-
ton strength adjusted to Vs~ ——5.2 MeV in order to
reproduce better the sequence of states in doubly magic
nuclei with one proton added or removed. While most
of the results quoted in what follows refer to scheme (A),
we will periodically mention results from scheme (B) to
illustrate the kinds of differences that can arise.

To obtain the quasiparticle energies and the pairing
amplitudes u and v we solve the BCS equations, employ-
ing for consistency a 5-function interaction rather than
the usual schematic interaction. The experimental pair-
ing energies, determined from the binding energy
differences of the odd- and even-A nuclei, are repro-
duced by choosing the corresponding interaction
strength g„„,——(260-290) MeVfm, with rather little
dependence on mass number. We are able to reproduce
essentially all pairing energies of nonmagic nuclei
without varying g „, by more than IO%%uo. We also note
that the amplitudes u and U obtained in this way differ
by as much as 30% from those obtained from the stan-
dard pairing force with a constant G.

In Sec. III, we described the four adjustable parame-
ters that enter into the RPA portion of our calculations.
We turn now to the issue of how they are fixed. The
two particle-hole parameters ap and a& largely determine
the energies of the isobaric analog and Gamow-Teller gi-
ant resonances. We obtain their values by fitting these
energies over a wide range of nuclei, and are able to
reproduce all of them to within 1 MeV. In extracting
the excitation energies of the giant resonance states, we
take the ground-state energies of the odd-odd nuclei to
be the sum of the lowest neutron and proton quasiparti-
cle energies. (The particle-hole piece of the interaction
does not significantly affect low-lying states. ) With this
prescription, the best values for the two particle-hole pa-
rameters are, in scheme (A), ap= —890 MeVfm and
a, = —1010 MeVfm . [With our choice of sign conven-
tion for the two-body interaction matrix elements
(Al) —(A5} and (A8), ap, a, &0 corresponds to a repulsive
particle-hole interaction, while ap, o;& &0 corresponds to
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an attractiue particle-particle interaction. ] The numbers
do not change significantly when level scheme (B) is
used.

The Gamow-Teller giant resonance typically contains
-75% of the total S,0 strength, when contributions
within 2 MeV of the strongest state are added. In the
double-beta decay candidates, the 1+ states below the gi-
ant resonance contain 15—25% of the total strength, in
agreement with the data. ' The isobaric analog state
contains essentially all of the total strength (N —Z).

To fix the two particle-particle parameters a0 and a&,
we require physical data that are sensitive to particle-
particle forces. Energies of low-lying states in nuclei
such as ' Bi or Sc that contain one proton and one
neutron outside doubly closed shells immediately suggest
themselves. However, the zero range of the force and
the RPA correlations together contribute more binding
to the lowest-lying states than seems to be called for by
the data. This difficulty has been encountered previous-
ly' and is not entirely surprising. Therefore, to deter-
mine the parameter a', we turn, as in I, to P+ strengths
in neutron-deficient nuclei. We discuss the procedure
used, and the physics involved, in the next section; here
we consider the other particle-particle parameter a0.
Since the 2v double-beta decay proceeds exclusively
through 1+ intermediate states, this parameter is not
needed to calculate the matrix element, Eq. (2.2); see
Eqs. (Al) and (Aga). When we extend our calculations
to the Ov mode, however, all multipoles appear in the in-
termediate nucleus; those with natural parity are affected
by the value of aa as well as by that of a&.

The parameter a0 is the strength of the S=O, T=1
component of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction,
while a', is the strength of the corresponding S= 1, T=O
component. Analysis of the low-energy two-nucleon
data suggest that the spin-singlet force is -60%%uo of the
spin-triplet one, which leads us to adopt a0=0.6a&. We
are encouraged that the value of a0 that emerges after a

&

is fixed from positron decay (see next section) is close to
the value of the parameter g „, discussed above that
multiplies the delta-function interaction in the neutron-
neutron and proton-proton channels. Since a0 is a mea-
sure of the neutron-proton pairing, this result means
that we are using an approximately isoscalar pairing in-
teraction (even though we treat the neutron-neutron and
proton-proton pairing within BCS theory, while the
neutron-proton components is treated within the RPA).
We have followed the prescription a0=0.6a] consistent-
ly in all our calculations.

V. 8+/EC DECAY OF SEMIMAGIC NUCLEI

Neutron-deficient nuclei with a magic number of neu-
trons, such as ' Dy, ' Er, and ' Yb with N=82, and

Ru and Pd with N=50, are expected to undergo very
fast positron decay (or electron capture). In the extreme
single-particle model, the rates are determined by the
ph»/2~nh9/2 transition in the N=82 case, and by the

pg9/2 ~ng7/2 transition in the N =50 case. The
Gamow-Teller P+ strength is obtained from the experi-
mental ft values through the relation

)
6160

gw &&fr
(5.1)

The single-particle value of B(GT) for even-mass systems
is simply

8(GT),
p

N-—4l
'2l+1 ' (5.2)

where l is the orbital angular momentum of the corre-
sponding subshell and N„ is the number of protons in
the partially filled j=l+ —,

' shell. The measured B(GT)
values' are -7 times smaller than the single-particle
values for the above nuclei. Despite the rather large Q
values for these decays, only one (or two, in the case of

Pd) strong final state is observed. Our calculations also
indicate that essentially all the strength is concentrated
in a few low-lying states. We thus conclude that the to-
tal P+ strength in these nuclei is strongly quenched.

In calculating the P+ strength one must consider
several corrections to the single-particle model. Pair-
ing and particle-hole interactions together reduce the
strength by approximately a factor of 2 with respect to
the single-particle value in the above semimagic nuclei.
The effect of distant states (b, isobars, two-
particle —two-hole states), responsible for the "missing
strength" in the giant Gamow-Teller resonance, can be
crudely included by choosing g~ =1.0. After taking
these effects into account, we are still left with a calcu-
lated P+ strength a factor of 2 —3 larger than the experi-
mental one. We argued in paper I that the inclusion of
particle-particle interactions leads to an increase in
ground-state correlations (governed by the amplitudes Y)
and, consequently, to a further decrease of the P+ decay
rate. Our numerical calculations show that this is
indeed the case.

In Fig. 1 we show the dependence of the calculated
strength 8(GT) on the coupling constant a'& of the
particle-particle interaction, Eq. (A8a). We see that a
single value, a& ———405 MeVfm, explains the data for
both nuclei shown. For the other three nuclei, Pd,

Er, and ' Yb, the same value of a', gives the 8(GT)
values 3.00, 1.41, and 2.28, respectively, while the exper-
imental values (using gz ——1.0) are 2.06, 1.56, and 2.06.
These data allow us to restrict a& with some confidence
to a window between about —390 and —432 MeV fm,
with an optimum value of —405 MeVfm . The calcula-
tions were performed with the single-particle level
scheme (A). When they are repeated with the level
scheme (B), the optimum value for a', is —430 MeV fm3.
The lower and upper limits of our window, quoted
above, are deliberately chosen far enough apart to in-
clude the optimal values of a', in both schemes.

The conclusions of this section are the following: (a)
It is possible to explain the experimental 8(GT) values of
semimagic nuclei by choosing a single value —or a small
range of values —of the particle-particle interaction con-
stant. We have used values within this "window" in all
our calculations of double-beta decay. (b) In nuclei with
a sizable neutron excess, where the P+ strength
represents a relatively small part of the sum rule (2.12),
the particle-particle interaction is essential in evaluating
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lue
tudes Y~„, decrease the P+ strength and thus the 2v de-

cay rate. We write the second equation in (3.2) in the
form

3.0 B—X = ( A +rv) Y .

l.2

0.6—

I20 l 80 240 300
-a') (MeV f m )

360 420 480

FIG. l. Predicted B(GT) values for the EC/P+ decay of
two semimagic nuclei as a function of al. The crosses denote
the experimental values.

this strength. Cha' was apparently the first one to in-
clude this component of the residual interaction in his
QRPA calculation of P+ decay. However, he deter-
mined the coupling constant by fitting to energies of
low-lying states, a procedure which, as we suggested in
Sec. IV, may not give reliable results for a zero-range
force. We believe that this is the reason his calculated
P+ strengths are larger than the experimental ones.

VI. 2Y MODE OF DOUBLE-BETA DECAY

The behavior of MoT, Eq. (2.2), is largely governed by
the matrix elements

&0+ I«+ I+&=&1+1«10j+&

of the Gamow- Teller operator cr ~ . The latter are
strongly affected by Pauli blocking, which prevents the
transformation of a proton in the ground state of the
final nucleus into a neutron in an unoccupied single-
particle state of the intermediate nucleus. In fact, the
P+ strength, and hence M or, vanish in the extreme
single-particle model for most of the double-beta decay
candidates considered here. However, the pairing in-
teraction, by smearing the occupation probabilities of
states near the Fermi energy, allows the 2v decay to
proceed even in nuclei with a large neutron excess.
Within the independent quasiparticle approximation,
MGT is given by

1.00 '-.

0.80— S, /40

0.60—

0.40—

Since (A +tv) is positive definite, the relative signs of X
and Y are determined by the signs of B. For J=1, B is
largely negative, because the particle-hole interaction is
repulsive and the particle-particle interaction is attrac-
tive. (Notice that there is a slight difference of phase
convention compared to I.) The two terms v u„X'„and
ur v„Yr'„ in Eq. (3.10) therefore interfere destructively.
Moreover, the two terms are of similar magnitude be-
cause the small size of the amplitude Y is compensated
for by the larger occupation factor. In Eq. (3.4), these
factors are such that the particle-particle matrix ele-
ments V contribute about as much to the matrix B as do
the particle-hole matrix elements V.

Ground-state correlations induced by the particle-hole
interaction reduce MGT by a factor of 2-3 when com-
pared to the independent quasiparticle case. The P+
strength is reduced correspondingly, whereas the P
strength remains large and essentially constant since it
cannot be reduced beyond the lower bound imposed by
the sum rule (2.11). Eventually, the P+ strength goes
through a minimum with increasing particle-particle
coupling strength, while MGT passes through zero, as
shown in I. Ultimately, at a certain value of the
particle-particle coupling constant, the QRPA breaks
down and leads to unphysical complex frequencies. The
matrix element passes through zero before this point is
reached.

In Fig. 2 we show the dependence of P+ and Mor in

Ge on the particle-particle interaction constant a& ~

This is a typical situation. However, the point at which
MGT vanishes varies by —10% from one nucleus to
another. In Table I we give the resulting 2v half-lives
for different values of a'„ including the upper and lower
limits of the "window" fixed from positron decay. Let

M~r= — g (pIIor+IIn &'u v u„v„.
AE p„

(6.1)
0.20—

All partially occupied proton and neutron states contrib-
ute coherently, there can be no cancellation, and the re-
sult depends mainly on the size of the pairing gap. (In
practice this dependence is almost linear. ) The same ex-
pression for M&& is obtained within the Tamm-Dancoff
approximation (B=O) if we perform the summation over
intermediate states by assuming closure. The expression
remains unchanged because the X amplitudes disap-
pear upon using the orthonormality relation

X „(m)X „.(rn)=$, 5„„,.
Ground-state correlations, characterized by the ampli-

-0.20—
I 1 I l

0 50 100 I 50 200 250 500 350 400
-a,' (MeV fm3)

FIG. 2. The P+ strength, the P strength (scaled by —'),
and Mor for the decay ' Ge~ Se as a function of a', . The P
strength is calculated for the initial nucleus, ' Ge, the P
strength for the final nucleus, ' Se, and M "T is obtained by tak-
ing the average of the matrix elements calculated for the initial
and final nucleus, as described in the text.
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TABLE I. The phase space function G "(E,„,Z), Eq. (2.]), and 2v double-beta decay half-lives for
different values of a1. Half-lives are given in years (yr), and 6 " in yr ' if the energy denominator in

Eq. (2.2) is represented in units of the electron mass. The column labeled "pairing" is calculated using
the independent quasiparticle approximation, i.e., both the particle-hole and particle-particle interac-
tions are set to zero. The last three columns correspond to three different values of a1, which is quot-
ed in units of MeVfm'. A blank entry means that the QRPA gave unstable solutions in the final nu-

cleus. The entry marked with an asterisk was calculated using the initial-nucleus solution only.

"Ge
82Se

"Zr
100Mo
128T

I 30Te
136X

G2v

5.20X 10
1.73 X 10-"
7.66X ]p-18
3.74 X 10
3.36X ]P
1.91 X 10
1.92X 10-"

Pairing

2.1 X 10
1.]X10"
3.7X 10"
3.2X 10"
9.6X 1021

2.4X 10"
1.1X10"

1.3 X 1021

1.0X 1p20

3.6X10"
2.9X 10
1 1X10
3.9X 10'
2.3 X 1020

—390

1.3 X ]021

1.2 X 10
8.5X]0' *

6.0X ]0'
5.5 X 1023

2.2X 10
8 2X ]p20

—432

1.5 X 1020

2.7X10"

92X]0
4.6X 10"
2.0X 10

us stress once more that in the vicinity of the zero of
MGT the half-lives vary dramatically and could be
affected in a major way by other nuclear structure phe-
nomena, e.g., quadrupole ground-state correlations. The
results presented here differ slightly from those in I.
This reflects a minor change in the parameters of the
Wood-Saxon potential used and demonstrates how sensi-
tive the actual half-lives are to details of the calculation.

To illustrate the extreme sensitivity of the 2v half-lives
to a&, we note that the experimental half-life in ' Te
(T, iz ——2.6X10 ' yr) (Ref. 21) is obtained with the value

aI ———354 MeVfm, just 12% smaller than our op-
timum value of —405 MeVfm . Similarly, in Se, we
obtain the experimental value T&/2

——1.3)&10 yr given
in Ref. 21 with a', = —380 MeV fm, a mere 6% smaller
than our optimum value. We thus confirm the main
conclusion of I: inclusion of the particle-particle com-
ponent of the nucleon-nucleon interaction, required on
general grounds, with coupling constants determined
from the experimental P+ strength of setnimagic nuclei,
leads to a strong suppression of the 2v double-beta decay
rate and to calculated half-lives reasonably close to the
experimental ones.

VII. EXACTLY SOLVABLK MODEL

The random phase approximation is a reliable and
well-tested tool for studying properties of collective vi-
brational excitations in nuclei. However, the double-
beta decay matrix element MzT is a strongly suppressed,
noncollective quantity, and it is therefore proper to ask

1/2 —S 1/2 —f
dt, t, ;,, ;, ( —)*(—) '( ———) 'a, (.. ., . ( . (7.1)

Using LS coupling, we introduce the operators

whether the QRPA can be meaningfully used in its cal-
culation. Although we are unable to provide a general
answer to this question, there does exist the possibility of
testing the QRPA within the exactly solvable model in-
troduced in I. We present here the details of this model
and its solution.

We begin with some motivation for the particular
model we introduce. First of all, since what we are seek-
ing is a description of transitions mediated by the
Gamow-Teller operator, which acts only on the spin and
isospin quantum numbers, a minimal schematic model
should treat the nuclear spin and isospin degrees of free-
dom as "active, " and the orbital degrees of freedom as
"frozen. " Second, the model must be suSciently general
to include pairing, the particle-hole interaction in the
J =1+ channel, and the corresponding particle-particle
interaction, which we find to be of such great impor-
tance. Third, in order for the model to be exactly solv-
able, the Hamiltonian should be built solely from opera-
tors forming a closed algebra. These considerations lead
us to the following construction.

We consider a set of (degenerate) single-particle orbit-
als, characterized by their orbital angular momentum l,
spin s = —,', isospin t = —,', and the respective projections
I„s„and t, . Particle creation operators are denoted by
a, and (time-reversed) annihilation operators by

Dss TT ———,
' g g (s, s. ,' i SS, )(t, t,

'
i
TT, )[at"t. . .a, t . ..),

2 s s

(7.2)

Css. T T
—— —g g (s,s,' ~SS, )(t, t,' i

TT, )a, , , a.
II t

g Sg S f
g

fz2 Z Z Z
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where & s,s,
'

I
SS, &—:& —,', s„—,',s,' I

SS, & are the Clebsch-

Gordan coeScients coupling two angular momenta —,
' to

total angular momentum S and projection S,. The
operators (7.2) represent a complete set of pair and
particle-hole operators with orbital angular momentum
L =0. The individual operators are denoted by
J„=D,„.o o (spin generators), T"=Dao &(.isospin gen-
erators), F„"=D, „., „(Gamow-Teller operators),
N =Dp o.p p (half the particle number minus the number
of orbital states), S„+„=Co 0, , (neutron pair),
S~„=coo.~ o (neutron-proton pair), Sz~

——Coo. , +& (pro-
ton pair), and P+ =C& „.Oo (spin-aligned neutron-proton
pair). The adjoint pair operators are P =( —)"(P+ ),
S„„=(S„+„),etc. This set of operators does indeed form
an algebra, because the entire set of operators a~a&,
a at3, and [a,a&] closes under commutation, and the
commutator of two operators with L=O must again be
an operator with L=O.

Counting the number of operators, we find that there
are six pair creation operators, six pair annihilation
operators, and 16 particle-hole operators including the
(shifted) number operator N. The algebra formed by
these operators is that of SO(8). The particle-hole
operators J„,T", and F„" yield an SU(4) subalgebra, gen-
erating Wigner's supermultiplet symmetry. We may
therefore regard the present schematic model as an ex-
tension of Wigner's SU(4) to include pair operators.

Within SO(8), the most general two-body Hamiltonian
that is invariant under rotations in both spin and isospin
space, is given by

shell-model vacuum
I
0& (closed-shell state) with the

pair operators S+ and P+:

I
m&—= (Sp+p) "(S+ ) '"(S„+„) "" +1

g (P„+) "

(7.4)

Xa.co,o;i,.+ Xp„ci,„;0,0
f

V P

(7.5)

we define a coherent state by

I r & =exp(0')
I
0& (7.6)

The overlap of this coherent state with itself is given by

&r I r&=z", z=l+y* y+ I ,'y r-I' (7.7)

where Q= gt (2l + 1) is the orbital degeneracy, and

y* y=a" a+p' p, a" a= pa„"a

To obtain the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, the
Gamow-Teller operator, and the unit operator between
these states, we proceed as follows. Introducing the pair
operator

=gv 'Sv'An+Sr'Sv. +S'.S..)
p'p= g p„'p„, y y= aa+p p,—

P

(7.8)

+g„„g( —)"+ F„F-„"+g„P+.P
PV

(7.3) ca= — aa

where g„„.„gph, and gpp are the pairing, particle-hole,
and particle-particle interaction constants, respectively.
Although the Hamiltonian (7.3) contains all components
of the nuclear residual interaction that are of direct
relevance for double-beta decay, important features of
real nuclei are missing from it, namely the nondegenera-
cy of the single-particle orbitals, and particularly the
splitting of spin-orbit partners by the spin-orbit force.
Nonetheless, we restrict ourselves here to the degenerate
case in order to keep the model exactly solvable.

A convenient basis in which to diagonalize the Hamil-
tonian (7.3) is generated by repeatedly acting on the

Matrix elements of H between two coherent states can
be evaluated by using

& r I
H

I r & = & o
I
e 4~'([H, g']+-,'[[H,g'], g'])

I
o & .

(7.9)

The expression on the rhs of Eq. (7.9) can be written as a
second-order dift'erential operator in the parameters y
acting on the overlap function & y I y &. Using this fact,
we find for the Hamiltonian (7.3),

& y I
0

I y & =Qz" 'l g„„,(a-* a+3
I

', r. r I
')+g,-hy* y+g„«.* p+3

I

', r. rI ')]-.

+Q(Q —1)z" Ig~„,[(a* a)(1+
I ,'y y I

) ——(a*a')( ,'y y) —( —,'—y' y*)(a a)]

+g~ [2(a* a)(P'.P)+(a* a*)(P.P)+(P* P*)(a.a)]

+g,„[(p*-p)(1+
I

—,'y-y
I
')+(p*.p*)(-,'y-y)+(-,'y".y*)(p.p)]I . (7.10)
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Similarly,

=QZ" '[P„'( —)"tx „+a„'(—)"P „].

(7.11)

From Eqs. (7.7), (7.10), and (7.11), we derive all matrix
elements (m'

I

H
I
m), (m'

I FP m), and (m'
I
m) for

the states (7.4) by Taylor expansion.
These matrix elements having been determined, it is

straightforward to obtain MGT, Eq. (2.2), by exact nu-
merical calculation. In the first step, we diagonalize the
overlap matrix (m'

I
m) to generate a basis of orthogo-

nal normalized states
I
fh). Next, we diagonalize the

Hamiltonian matrix (Bi'IH
I
m) in this orthonormal

basis. Both steps are performed for the initial, inter-
mediate, and final nucleus of the double-beta decay. Fi-
nally, we use the expression (7.11) to calculate the transi-
tion matrix elements in (2.2) and obtain M&T. In the ac-
tual calculation, we use a basis

I
m) with good quantum

numbers J, =m+, —m
~

and T, = —,'(m» —m„„) but we
do not explicitly project onto good total spin and iso-
spin. The resulting matrices have dimension 10-100 for
valence neutron and proton numbers that correspond to
an actual nucleus.

To obtain the QRPA approximation to MoT for the
present model, we observe that because of the orbital de-
generacy we need only consider a single two-quasi-
particle configuration. The QRPA matrices A and 8 are
therefore single numbers. Following a standard
prescription, we calculate the particle-hole matrix ele-
ment V from the particle-hole interaction

gzh gz„F„"(—)"+'F „", and the particle-particle matrix
element V from the particle-particle interaction
gppP P, thereby neglecting a small contribution to V
from g„P+ P, and a small contribution to V from

gpss gz„F„"(—)4+"F „". The quantities a and b are then
given by Eqs. (3.13), with cuo= —Qg „„g'„=Ag„„,and

g pp Ag pp
The rest of our procedure is defined in Sec.

III.
The resulting approximation to the double-beta decay

matrix element is compared to the exact result in Fig. 3.
We display the matrix element as a function of gpp/gp„,
and use the same parameter set as in I, namely

g ph + 1 .5, g „,= —0.3, with two proton particles and
four neutron holes in a shell with 0=15. [Equation (5)
of I contains a spurious factor —,'. ] We observe that the
matrix element passes through zero at gpp/gp„, ——1.

Also shown in Fig. 3 is the result obtained from the
formula of Civitarese, Faessler, and Tomoda (CFT), '

Eq. (6.1), the CFT formula has the attractive feature of
being exact for a model with degenerate single-particle
energies and pairing between like nucleons but no in-
teractions between neutrons and protons. (x =x =1 and
y =y=0 in this case. ) However, in the presence of a
neutron-proton interaction its performance is less good.
The figure shows that the CFT value always exceeds in
magnitude both the initial and final nucleus solution,
while the exact result lies somewhere in between. This
can be understood by noting that the P strength (P+
stre'ngth) decreases (increases) as Z and X approach each
other. The CFT formula takes the P amplitude from
the initial nucleus (which is larger than the correspond-
ing amplitude for the final nucleus), and the P+ ampli-
tude from the final nucleus (which is larger than the cor-
responding amplitude for the initial nucleus). Further-
more, the overlap factor (xx —yy ) is always greater than
unity, due to the indefiniteness of the RPA metric re-
quiring x —y =1=x —y

We have mentioned above that the Hamiltonian (7.3)
is not realistic because it lacks the spin-orbit splitting
present in nuclei. Nevertheless, we believe that the
present model is illuminating for two reasons. First, it
demonstrates unequivocally the existence of a zero in

MzT. Such a zero must occur even in realistic situa-
tions, for any addition to the Hamiltonian (7.3) can only
change details of the dependence of MGT on gpp and not
the overall qualitative behavior. Second, the model
shows the QRPA to be a useful approximation scheme
for the study of double-beta decay. In particular, we ob-
serve that the QRPA predicts the exact location of the
zero in MGT for the model. Figure 3 also provides some
justification for our procedure of averaging the matrix
element over the initial and final nucleus solutions.

To conclude this section, we mention that the vanish-
ing of MGT for gpp gp is the consequence of a
dynamical SU(4) symmetry. Using group-theoretical

AE 0
I

0.5
gpp/gpair

I

1.5

X(u u„x —u u„y)(u u„x —u~u„y)(xx —yy) .

(7.12)

Here, barred (unbarred) quantities refer to the final (ini-
tial) nucleus of the double-beta decay. As compared to

FIG. 3. Dependence of MGT (in arbitrary units) on gpp/gp„,
for the exactly solvable model with the parameters given in the
text. The solid line connecting circles is the exact solution, the
dashed line connecting squares (diamonds) is the QRPA result
for the initial (final) nucleus, and the dotted line connecting
crosses is the CFT result.
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methods, we can derive closed algebraic expressions for
energies and wave functions in this limit. These do not
contribute to our understanding of double-beta decay,
and therefore we do not expand on them here.

VIII. Ov MODE OF DOUBLE-BETA DECAY

2v double-beta decay is often regarded as a proving
ground for any scheme of calculation that hopes to es-
tablish a reliable connection between Ov decay rates and
the Majorana mass of the electron neutrino. Having
developed and tested our methods in the context of 2v
decay, we turn now to the evaluation of the matrix ele-
ments MoT and M~' defined in (2.6a) and (2.6b). Once
these are known, the half-lives in terms of the neutrino
mass are determined from (2.5). [The half-lives for ma-
joron emission can be calculated from (2.7).]

The QRPA expression for the Ov matrix elements (2.6)
is given in Eqs. (3.10) and (3.12). It involves a sum over
quantum numbers J and n and, consequently, the QRPA
equations must be solved separately for each spin and
parity of the intermediate odd-odd nucleus. Therefore,
unlike the case of the 2v decay, we need to know the
value of ao as well as of a&, ao, and a&. When evaluating
the half-lives, we again use g~ =1.0 for consistency.
Also, as before, we evaluate expression (3.10) for the ini-
tial and final nuclei separately, and average the results.
The CFT procedure' mentioned above can be general-
ized to the Ov case. However, the results of Sec. VII
suggest that our simpler averaging procedure is more ac-
curate, and we therefore use it throughout.

We begin the discussion by presenting the dependence
of the matrix elements governing Ov decay on the cou-
pling constants of the residual interaction. (Remember
that for the particle-particle force the two parameters
are connected because ao is fixed at 0.6a', . ) The
relevant quantity here is M:—M or MF" [see (2.5—) and
remember that, in our case, g„/g„= 1.0j, resulting from
summation over all combinations p, n;p', n' as well as
over the states in the intermediate nucleus labeled by J
and m. As the neutrino potential H(E, r) (2.3) is only
weakly singular, behaving like I/r for small r, a com-
mon approximation used in evaluating expressions (2.6)
is to ignore the short-range correlations, i.e., to assume
p= 1 in (2.8). Table II contains matrix elements calcu-

TABLE II. The quantity MGT —MF" for different values of
al (in units of MeV fm ), neglecting the effects of short-range
nucleon-nucleon correlations. The column labeled "pairing"
again gives the independent quasiparticle result. The other
particle-particle parameter a0 is fixed at 0.6a1, as discussed in
the text.

lated under this assumption, where we have taken E in
(2.3) to be the energy of the Gamow-Teller giant reso-
nance. The entries show that the ground-state correla-
tions associated with the particle-hole part of the in-
teraction reduce M '

by approximately a factor of 1.5 to
2. When the particle-particle interaction is included, the
matrix element is reduced by an additional factor of 2 to
3.

In Table III we present the same quantities calculated
with the short-range correlations included. The cutoff at
short internucleon spacings reduces the matrix elements
still further. The reduction is particularly dramatic
when the particle-particle interaction is turned on. As
with the 2v mode, the matrix element passes through
zero for some value of the interaction constant, leading
to a vanishing Ov double-beta decay rate at that point.
While in 2v decay the matrix elements crossed zero be-
fore entering our window, here they cross only after
passing through the window. The matrix elements cal-
culated without the short-range correlation also pass
through zero eventually, but in that case the zero is even

further after our window.
To gain insight into the behavior of the Ov matrix ele-

ments we show in Figs. 4 and 5 the contributions of indi-
vidual multipoles to the Gamow-Teller and Fermi ma-
trix elements in Ge (a typical case). For independent
quasiparticles, or when only the particle-hole interaction
is included, the different rnultipolarities contribute essen-
tially coherently to both matrix elements; the dominant
contribution to Mzz comes from J =1+ and to Mz"
from 0+. The overall ratio Mor /MF" is roughly —3, in
accordance with the expectation that the two nucleons
in (3.12) are dominantly in the spin-singlet state. When
the particle-particle interaction is included, the contribu-
tion of the 1+ multipole passes through zero, as does its
analog in 2v decay. Therefore, MGT is reduced faster
than MF, and changes sign for a certain value of the
particle-particle coupling constant, so that the ratio of
the two matrix elements is no longer close to —3. The
short-range correlations affect the different multipolari-
ties differently. The higher multipolarities are affected
more and speed up the variation of MGT with the
strength of the particle-particle coupling constant.

Tables I and IV show that the matrix elements of the
2v and Ov double-beta decays are not proportional in
general. This does not mean, however, that knowledge
of the 2v decay rate, and thus of the corresponding nu-
clear matrix element MGT, is not useful. On the con-

TABLE III. The quantity MGT —Mz" for different values of
a1 (in units of MeVfm ), including the effects of short-range
correlations.

76G

82Se

96Zr
100Mo
128T

130T

136X

Pairing

—14.4
—10.7
—14.1
—21.5
—21.7
—19.3
—8.9

—9.5
—7.2
—8.6

—13.2
—12.9
—11.4
—5.2

—390

—4.7
—3.6
—2.9
—5.5
—6.2
—5.5
—2.5

—432

—3.7
—2.7

—5.2
—4.7
—2.1

76Ge
82Se

96Zr
'00Mo
128T
'"Te
136Xe

Pairing

—11.7
—8.7

—11.2
—17.2
—17.5
—15.6
—7.2

—6.9
—5.0
—6.5

—10.0
—9.9
—8.7
—4.0

—390

—2.0
—1.5
—1.2
—2.8
—3.8
—3.4
—1.5

—432

—0.9
—0.7

—2.8
—2.5
—1.1
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TABLE IV. The ()v phase space function G "(E,„,Z), Eq. (2.5), and 0& double-beta decay half-

lives (in yr) for different values of a', (in units of MeVfm ). The dimension of G "is yr
' if (m, ) is

given in units of eV.

"Ge
82Se

96Zr
IOOMo

128T" re
136X

GOv

9.68X10 2'

4 29X 1P
8.89x 10
6.94 X 10
2.77 x 10-"
6 79X 1Q

—26

7 18X lp —26

Pairing

7.6X 1023

3.1X 10
9 QX 1Q22

4.9X 10
1.2X 10
6.1X 1022

2.7X 1023

2.2 X 1024

9.4X 10
2.7X 10
1.5X 10
3.7 X 1024

2.0X 1023

8.8 X 1023

—390

2.7x 10"
1.1x10"
7.8X 10'4

1.9 X 1024

2.5 X10"
1.3 X 10'4

6.3 X 1024

—432

1.4X 1026

4.5 x 10"

4.5 x 10"
2.3 X 1024

1.1x 10"

0—
eh I-
O(9

O
-I—

~ y
~ ~

~ ~
~ ~

~ ~
~ ~
~ ~
~ ~

0

trary, our results indicate that the suppression of the
matrix element MGT is caused to a large extent by the
cancellation of the contribution from the multipolarity
1+ by that from all others, and the size of the 1+ term is
indeed almost proportional to the value of the matrix
element MGT.

It is of interest to compare our results to those of oth-
er authors. The matrix elements of Grotz and Klapdor
are calculated via a QRPA method that resembles our
own with several important differences: particle-particle
interactions and short-range correlations are not includ-
ed while quadrupole correlations are. Table XI of Ref. 8
presents results that, with only pairing (no residual in-
teraction), are similar to, though slightly larger than, our
own. The table also indicates that a reduction in the
matrix elements is obtained when the particle-hole in-
teraction is switched on, although it is smaller than in
our case. Of course, our matrix elements are still further
reduced by the particle-particle interaction, an effect

that is missing altogether from the treatment of Ref. 8.
The calculations of Haxton and Stephenson, presented

in Table XII of Ref. 2, yield matrix elements that gen-
erally lie between the values we obtain with a& ——0 and

a& ———390 MeVfm, the lower limit of our window.
Direct comparison of the matrix elements is difficult be-
cause a significantly smaller shell-model space was used
in Ref. 2 than here. Reducing our space to that of Ref.
2 in Ge decreases our matrix elements by a factor of 2
or so, and prevents them from passing through zero as
the particle-particle interaction strength is increased.
While a more thorough study would require the renor-
mali, zation of our interaction in the smaller space, it ap-
pears that the levels omitted from the calculations in
Ref. 2 contribute to the decay rate in a nontrivial way.

After this paper was submitted for publication, we be-
came aware of unpublished work by Tomoda and
Faessler. In the same way that Ref. 15 extended the
techniques of I by using a G-matrix-based calculation for
2v decay, Tomoda and Faessler, in Ref. 27, apply the
techniques presented here to the Ov mode. It is apparent
from Fig. 1 of Ref. 27 that MGT in Ge is substantially
reduced by the particle-particle interaction; a simple ex-
trapolation suggests that it passes through zero at a
value of gpp around 1.15, just beyond the value of 1.0

0 2

L -3—
O

C3

2.0—
OLL.

l.5—

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

0 I I 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9
Multipole

FIG. 4. Contributions of individual multipoles to Mz& for
the nucleus Ge. The solid circles are the independent quasi-
particle result, the triangles result from including the residual
particle-hole interaction, but not the particle-particle interac-
tion, and the open circles result from the additional inclusion
of the particle-particle force with al ———432 MeVfm, the
upper limit of our window. The parameter ao is fixed at 0.6a1.
Note the change in sign of the contribution from the multipole
1+. The multipole 0+ does not contribute to MGT.

C:
-~ I.I—

0.5—

0.0—

-0.5—

I

0
I I I I I I I

2 3 4 5 6+ 7 8+

Mul tipole

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for the Fermi matrix element
MF". Only multipoles with natural parity contribute to MF .
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chosen by the authors. In fact, the main source of
difference in the limits on (m„) quoted in Ref. 27 and
here is the different ways in which the strength of the
particle-particle interaction was determined. If we use
here the condition M~GT=0, as in Ref. 27 (as well as
g„=1.25 and T, z~ &4.7X10 yr), we obtain an upper
limit on (m ) of about 3 eV, a factor only 1.5 times
larger than the limit quoted in Ref. 27.

Finally, the work of Tomoda et al. indicates that
reductions caused by short-range correlations are ap-
proximately 20% of the "uncorrelated" matrix element.
Here we find a larger effect. When the QRPA is includ-
ed, the reductions due to short-range effects are quite
dramatic, as shown by Table III.

Our results are summarized in Table IV, which
presents predicted half-lives for several double-beta de-
cay candidates under the assumption that the electron
neutrino has a Majorana mass of 1 eV. (The half-life
scales as the inverse square of (m„). ) (The entries in
Tables II—IV in the preliminary preprint version of this
paper were affected by a numerical error and therefore
differ from the correct values here. }

It is obvious that near the point where the matrix ele-
ment passes through zero other nuclear structure phe-
nomena, not included here, will have a disproportionally
large effect on the resulting decay rate. For example, de-
viation of the nuclear axial-vector coupling constant gz
from our nominal value of unity or inclusion of the
ground-state correlations associated with the low-lying
vibrational 2+ or 3 states should be included in the cal-
culation. To illustrate the degree of suppression of the
nuclear matrix elements calculated here, we evaluate the
upper limit on the neutrino mass derived from the exper-
imental lower limit for the Ov half-life in Ge. From
the value T,» &4. 1)&10 yr of Caldwell et al. we find
a lower bound on (m, ) of 2.2 eV when the nuclear ma-
trix elements of Ref. 2 are used. This limit becomes
worse, 5.8 eV, if the "scaling" procedure' is used, i.e., if
the matrix elements are scaled in such a way that the ex-
perimental 2v half-life in Se is obtained. (We noted
above that this scaling is of dubious value according to
our results. ) On the other hand, using the matrix ele-
ments calculated here we obtain an upper limit of 2.3 eV
if we use the particle-hole interaction only, 8 eV if we
use M "=—2.0 calculated with aI = —390 MeV fm (the
lower edge of our window}, and 10 eV if we use
M '= —1.6 obtained for the optimal a

&

———405
MeVfm .

The results in Table IV seem to suggest that the
heavier double-beta decay candidates, for example ' Xe
or ' Te, are from the point of view of nuclear structure
somewhat better candidates for Ov double-beta decay.
The geochemical data ' on double beta decay in Te iso-
topes determine total lifetimes and thus upper limits for
the Ov decay rates. From the limits in ' Te we find
(m }&26 eV, and from those on ' Te (m ) ~2.2 eV
for a', in the middle of our ~indow. These limits are
very close to those obtained by Tomoda and Faessler
for the same decays, provided one takes into account
that we use g~ =1.0 while Ref. 27 uses g~ =1.25. Ex-
perimental determination of suppressed quantities, e.g.

2v decay rates and P+ strengths, would help greatly to
reduce the uncertainties in the calculations presented in
this section.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The main result of this paper is that a consistent treat-
ment of particle-particle interactions alongside particle-
hole interactions in the framework of the quasiparticle
random phase approximation yields rates for both 2v
and Ov double-beta decay that are highly suppressed.
The persistence of this phenomenon in our solvable mod-
el, and the accuracy of the QRPA in reproducing it, give
us some confidence that the suppression obtained in real
nuclei is not an artifact of the approximations inherent
in our treatment. In the case of 2v decay, this suppres-
sion is observed experimentally in several nuclei, and our
calculations are in reasonably close agreement with the
data. When extended to Ov decay, our methods result
also in substantial suppression, the implication of which
is that limits on the neutrino mass deduced from limits
on the half-lives obtained in experimental searches for Ov
double-beta decay are less stringent than commonly
thought. We also find that short-range correlations due
to hard-core repulsion have a larger effect on calculated
half-lifes than has been obtained in other work. We plan
to study the effect of the short-range correlations in
greater detail elsewhere.

In spite of our conclusion that the nuclear matrix ele-
ments for double-beta decay are suppressed and there-
fore difficult to calculate with precision, the great impor-
tance of the experimental search for Ov decay remains
undiminished. Experimental detection of Ov decay
would show the electron neutrino to be a massive Ma-
jorana particle, a result that would have far-reaching
consequences, independent of the nuclear structure
effects we have considered.

Continued investigation within the framework out-
lined here would be useful. The effects of quadrupole
collective motion, for example, ought to be studied care-
fully and incorporated into our approach in a consistent
way. Perhaps most important is an explanation of the
discrepancy between the suppressed, parameter-sensitive
results obtained here and those of calculations per-
formed in different approaches (e.g. , those of Refs. 2 and
4) that do not contain parameters directly analogous to
our particle-particle interaction strength a'&. Work in
this direction is currently in progress.
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APPENDIX

We give expressions for the two-body matrix elements of a 6-function interaction, V ' ', with total angular
momentum J, spin S, and isospin T. The particle-particle matrix elements are

i +i ~ + +yZ;0, ] J g (
)~.+Jn+ p+ pi +i . +( +I,—1

pn, p'n'
4 pn, p'n'

2
1

2

J j ~

0

J
( +1„—J

() —,'[1+(—) ' " ]
2

(Al)

VJ;i,p J Rpn p'n' 4 pn p'n' ( )i n+i „+]p+]p ]—
. 2

j„J
0

r

Jp'
X

. 2

j„J
() —,'[1—( —) ' " ]

2
(A2)

The corresponding particle-hole matrix elements are obtained by angular momentum recoupling,

pn, p n p n n p~ pnpn
Jl

(A3)

which yields

Jp1 J 1 p p'~ pnp n' , '4 pn, p n''
T

Jp Jn j ~ j„J
1

. 2

J
(

)Jn+in P

2
1

2

J j ~

0
j„J

]
( ) p n

1 0 (A4)

VJ;1,P j
pn p'n'

4 pn p'n' ]( )p p
2

jp Jn
1 1

. 2 2

+',
(

)Jn+Jn

2

Jn
1

2
0 (A5)

Rp p
~ is the integral over radial wave functions,

Rpn p&n&
= T f

p
7 n P p& T n~ T

p
(A6)

J 1 p JP1 p J1P
Vpn, p'n 2( 0 pnp n +]1, p'n'pn ) r,

J 1 JP1 J1P~pn, p'n' 2 ( 0 pn, p'n'+ 1
~pn, p'n')

(A8a)

(A8b)

and

j=[(2j +1)(2j„+1)(2j ~ +1)(2j„+1)] (A7)

The two-body matrix elements V and V appearing in
Sec. III are isospin-uncoupled matrix elements given by

where we have used the fact that the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient ( —,'+ —,', —,

' ——,
'

~

TO) = —,
' for T =0, 1. The ma-

trix element (A8b) is identical to that of Speth et al.
provided we make the identifications ap+tx] = —4Cpg p

and 3a]—a0 ———4C0f0 and take into account that the
neutron and proton quantum numbers are arranged in
reverse order in this reference.
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